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~1,850€ 304 m

Headquarters  Vienna, Austria

Solutions partners 
and regional offices 
in 50+ countries

Global nature of our business

1) Science, Technology, Engineering, Math

75% STEM1 & specialists

employees revenue in 2019

30+ years profitable growth 

1947
established

30+ nations

70+ years experience with 
safety critical applications
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You're on a plane.

Frequentis products ensure 
secure communication 
between pilot and 
air traffic control.

You call rescue service, fire 
brigade or police forces.

Our technology guarantees 
that your call is put through.

Frequentis supplies safety-
critical and therefore 
indispensable infrastructure.

Worldwide!
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Civil Public Safety MaritimeDefence Public Transport

Air Traffic Management Public Safety & Transport

 Police forces
 Fire and rescue services
 Critical infrastructure
 Industry

 Coast guard / Navy
 Offshore
 Port authorities
 Search and Rescue

 Air Force
 Army
 Navy
 Homeland security
 Joint Forces

 Heavy rail
 Urban rail

 Aeronautical information 
services providers

 Air navigation services 
providers 

 Airlines
 Airports
 ATM data service 

providers 
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Backbone of 
operational control
Channelling information and 
transmitting to all relevant 
recipients. 

Voice & data 
communication

Displaying the 
current situation
Objects to be controlled and the 
operational environment.

Tactical situation 
tools

Supporting 
decisions
Basing decisions on the 
information available. 
Documenting the process.

Planning & 
management tools

Ensuring seamless 
business continuity
Brokering between safety-critical 
applications and non-specialized 
commercially available networks.

Safety-critical 
networks
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Regional offices

Sales representatives
Frequentis HQs

90%
of all air passengers globally are 
served by Frequentis customers

30,000+
working positions using 
Frequentis solutions

500+ 140
customers countries

33%
of the world safer with 
Frequentis networks

#1in GSM-R 
dispatcher terminals

240,000 km
protecting the largest 
maritime coastline
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Drivers of our long-term growth are increasing mobility, digitalisation, and rising safety and security requirements
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DFS
GER

VCS market
leader Europe

Cross-industry
diversification

German
railways

London
MET Police

NASA

COMSOFT
Solutions

ATN Network
BRA

LACC
UKEURO-

CONTROL

Telenor
NOR

Canadian
Coast Guard

EURO-
CONTROL

Frequentis DFS Aerosense

VCS market
leader globally
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13,280,000
shares outstanding

Shareholder Structure:

Core shareholder Hannes Bardach  >68% 

B&C Holding Österreich GmbH >10% 

Free float                                          <22%

14 May 2019
Initial Listing

ATFREQUENT09
ISIN

FQT
Ticker symbol

www.frequentis.com/en/ir
Investor Relations website

Listed on Frankfurt and Vienna
stock exchange
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Business units and regions

Global sales & marketing

New business development

Investor relations

Technology & products

Project mgmt. | Customer services

Planning, production & logistics

Security | Quality mgmt. & processes

Finance | Human resources

Legal | IT | Reg. operations

Corporate communications

Safety | Facility mgmt.

Norbert Haslacher
CEO

Sylvia Bardach
CFO

Hermann Mattanovich
CTO, COO

Hannes Bardach
(Chairman)

Karl Michael Millauer
(Deputy Chairman)

Boris Nemsic
(Member) 

Reinhold Daxecker
(Member) 

Siegfried Meisel
(Delegated by the Workers’ Council) 
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Petra Preining
(Member) 

Gabriele Schedl
(Delegated by the Workers’ Council) 

Reinhard Steidl
(Delegated by the Workers’ Council) 



Subscribe to our Investor 
Relations newsletter:
investor@frequentis.com
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This document has been prepared by Frequentis AG for (hereinafter “Frequentis” or the “Issuer”) for information 
purposes only. It neither constitutes a financial analysis nor investment advice or recommendation, nor an offer to sell or 
a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Issuer. Figures and any other contents in this document prepared by 
Frequentis are based on information from sources, which are reliable in the view of Frequentis, but have not been 
independently verified or audited. Rounding differences may arise. Frequentis is not obliged to update this document or 
to adjust it to future occurrences or developments. Despite careful examination, Frequentis does not make any 
declaration, guarantee, representation or warranty that this document is true, correct, complete, balanced and not 
misleading. Consequently, no reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of this 
information or the opinions contained herein.

Frequentis may not be held liable for any damages resulting from or in connection with any potential errors and does, in 
particular, not assume any liability for damages or consequential damages resulting from the use of this document.

This document contains forward-looking statements. As such, such statements bear risks, uncertainties and other 
factors which may result in the actual results, financial condition, performance or achievement of objectives, of or by the 
Issuer materially differing from the results described in these forward-looking statements. Recipients of this information 
should not consider it as legal, tax or investment advice and should make their own assessment in respect thereof and 
other consequences resulting from investments in the Issuer and its securities, including the advantages of investments 
and the risks connected therewith. By accessing this information you confirm towards Frequentis that (i) you may 
receive this information in accordance with all applicable laws, and (ii) you are solely responsible for your own evaluation 
of the Issuer and that you will make your own analysis and that you are solely responsible to form your own opinion on 
the potential future development of the Issuer.


